James Madison and the Spirit of Republican Self-Government

In the first study that combines an in-depth examination of James Madison’s *National Gazette* essays of 1791–92 with a study of *The Federalist*, Colleen A. Sheehan traces the evolution of Madison’s conception of the politics of communication and public opinion throughout the Founding period, demonstrating how “the sovereign public” would form and rule in America.

Contrary to those scholars who claim that Madison dispensed with the need to form an active and virtuous citizenry, Sheehan argues that Madison’s vision for the new nation was informed by the idea of republican self-government, whose manifestation he sought to bring about in the spirit and way of life of the American people. Madison’s story is “the story of an idea” – the idea of America.
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About two years ago I was flying from Burlington, Vermont, to the Mid-
west. Across the aisle an older gentleman in jeans and a crisp plaid shirt,
with weathered skin and hands not afraid of hard work, slowly turned the
pages of a thick tome that rested on his lap. When we landed and stood to
collect our belongings, I saw that the book he had been reading was David
McCullough’s *John Adams*. When I asked what he thought of it, he told me
that he found it to be a fascinating account of a man and an age he previously
hadn’t known a lot about. He mentioned that he found in the character of
John Adams a man worth getting to know. I nodded ever so slightly and
returned the gentle, friendly smile of, I supposed, a New England farmer as
we turned to exit the plane and go our separate ways.

At the time, I was working night and day on the manuscript that would
become this book. My goal then, as now, was to come to know Madison as
well as I could and to try to convey that understanding to others. I realized
then that I also hoped one day a New England farmer would read my book
and remark that James Madison was a man worth getting to know. The
difficulty was that I was not writing a biography but a work of political
theory, which does not easily make for a good story, unless, of course, one
is as talented as Plato, which I certainly am not. Another stiff challenge, even
for the biographer, is that Madison was a quiet, reserved man whose life was
not, like Alexander Hamilton’s, for example, “so tumultuous” and “stuffed
with high drama . . . that only an audacious novelist could have dreamed it
up.”

Madison was not born a bastard son of a Scotch peddler on a remote
Caribbean island, nor was he mortally wounded in a duel of honor in the
prime of his life. He was not brazen or impetuous or dashing. He had no

love affair that would threaten public disgrace, in the face of which he would stand tall and accept full responsibility.

Madison was an unimposing and somewhat frail fellow who often had to be asked to speak up so that he could be heard. His sense of himself was marked by a plain solidity rather than the pained puritanical labors of John Adams or the Continental ease of Thomas Jefferson. He was neither condescending nor competitive for fame, but content to leave the glory to others, or better yet, to America. Although he left behind a prolific set of writings, his correspondence was not crafted to be an open window upon his life and character. He did little if anything to construct a myth of himself for history.

In sum, Madison’s modesty, steadiness of character, and scholarly habits do not lend themselves to the storyteller’s penchant to display the eccentric and colorfully vivid moments of the human persona and drama. This is not to say, however, that Madison lacked passion or spiritedness. His relationships with his dearest friends, whether William Bradford in his college days or Thomas Jefferson throughout his life, show that it would be a grave mistake to dismiss him as a man without heart or chest. In his mature years, he was as shy and standoffish at a formal dance as he was playful and loving with the nieces and nephews whom he adored. But openness of manner was for him the exception and not the rule; Madison was respected by virtually all of his contemporaries and intimately known by only a few. As a keen student of human nature once observed, though, the most “acute and retentive” human feelings seldom belong to one who makes a parade of speeches and emotions. They are more at home in the soul of “quiet grandeur.”

The period 1776–1800 is one of the most remarkable and engrossing stories of a nation’s founding. Unlike the legendary foundings of the republics of antiquity, there was no single lawgiver who, after completing his work, retired to a distant land. Instead, the period following the establishment of the new American Constitution was stamped by the dramatic interplay among the diverse characters of the Founding generation and the force of their ideas. Despite his unassuming nature, Madison played as large a part in the drama of the early American republic as any of the Founders and a larger role than most of them. He served in many elected positions in Virginia and

---

the United States, including in the United States House of Representatives, as Jefferson’s secretary of state, and, of course, as the fourth president of the United States. He was the leading man of ideas at the Constitutional Convention of 1787 and coauthored with Alexander Hamilton (and a minimal contribution from John Jay) *The Federalist*, which Jefferson called “the best commentary on the principles of government which ever was written.”

Only a short time later, however, he and Hamilton would be on the political outs, with Madison acting as the leading voice of the republican opposition to the Hamiltonian-led Federalist political and economic program. As a result of the party battles of the 1790s and Hamilton’s influence with President Washington, Madison would ultimately find himself estranged from the president for whom he had previously acted as penman of his most important official addresses and speeches, including the First Inaugural Address. The rupture would be a matter of some sadness for Madison, for Washington was a man he deeply esteemed. Despite his fundamental disagreements with Hamilton, he never ceased to respect him as well, particularly for the power of his mind. The same could not be said of his opinion of John Adams – one of the few men whose ideas as well as character Madison criticized quite harshly, albeit privately. Madison’s early affiliation with Jefferson in Virginia politics grew into a deep and abiding personal friendship and political alliance that lasted throughout their lives.

Except for a hiatus during the late 1790s and early 1800s, the very different personalities and political views of Jefferson and John Adams did not stand in the way of a long and ultimately enduring friendship between them. Indeed, their work together on the committee that drafted the Declaration of Independence in 1776 came full circle on July 4, 1826, when the revolutionary collaborators died within hours of each other. If Jefferson and Adams were political enemies but personal friends, Adams and Hamilton shared many of the same political views and most of the same political opponents, but they were never friends; on more than one occasion, they were intraparty enemies. Madison’s regard for Hamilton’s intellect was paralleled by Jefferson’s appreciation of Adams’s revolutionary principles; Madison’s dislike of Adams found common but harsher ground in Jefferson’s detestation of Hamilton, which Hamilton returned in kind. The description of the relationships among the dramatis personae in the 1790s’ political playbook reads a bit like a variation on the theme of *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*,

though Washington, try as he might, was not able to conjure up Puck’s power of the honest neighbor who makes them all friends.

Still, Madison’s role in the drama of the American Founding is one thing, but what about Madison the man? The itch to come to know the Founders is, for many of us, the desire to come to know them personally. As in the case of great artists, we are often not satisfied with knowing them through their chosen form of self-revelation; we want to know them directly, to see into their souls. But this is not always possible. In the case of the philosopher and writer, for example, often we come to know them better in the stories they told than in the stories that can be told about them. This, I think, is the way it is with Madison. Madison made a significant contribution in all of the political posts he held, but it is in the capacity of political thinker that he made the deepest and most indelible impression on our nation. As much as and perhaps more than any of the Founders, he thought through the original vision of the new republic and transformed it into reality. In a sense, his story is the story of an idea – the idea of America.

Americans are a people with a distinctive way of life that sets them apart from other peoples. With the French, or Chinese, or Iraqis, or Somalis, we share a common humanity and many of the same miseries and hopes. But we do not all love or hate the same things. We do not have all of the same principles or prejudices. Like individuals, each nation has a particular character and a unique story. To tell the story of a nation well, there must be a narrator who is able to see through the events and the details on the surface to the spirit that moves it and gives it its character. In The Mind of the Maker, Dorothy L. Sayers brilliantly captures the forces at work behind the creation of a story. In the art of writing, as in Christianity, she argues, there is a trinitarian structure that underlies the work. This consists of the idea, the activity, and the power. Behind the finished work (and the activity that produced it) is a creative idea that has the potential power to set all else in motion. The power proceeds from the idea and the activity together and is the means by which the work is communicated to others. It is the link that connects the immaterial idea to its material manifestation and brings the work to life. “The Power – the Spirit – is . . . a social power, working to bring all minds into its own unity…” This same structure,
Sayers argues, is present in all forms of artistic creation and in fact in the mind of man. There is, for example, a trinitarian structure in human sight, consisting of the form seen, the act of seeing it, and the mental attention or power that correlates the two. These things are as separable in theory as they are inseparably present in the experience of sight.

I would argue that this same threefold pattern is at work in political life, particularly in the creative act of founding a new nation. What Sayers designates “idea,” “activity,” and “power” (or “spirit”), Aristotle called “principle,” “ethos,” and “spirit.” To understand a given political order, Aristotle taught, we must look beyond the political surface of the laws and see that there is a distinctive ethos that characterizes it. This activity, or way of life, is informed by a particular principle or idea. Between the principle and the activity there is a bridge that links them together, which we might call the “spirit” of the community. In free societies, this spirit finds expression in public opinion. This notion has been explored in our time by scholars such as Edward S. Corwin and A. D. Lindsay, who have argued for the importance of attending to the operative opinion that informs the political order and gives it life and force. According to Corwin, the regime, or constitution in the formal sense, is the “nucleus of a set of ideas.”

To understand a nation, Lindsay argued, one must primarily concern oneself “with the ideals which are actually operative – operative enough in men’s minds to make them go on obeying a particular form of government or, at times, to make them break up the government they are accustomed to and try to construct a new one.”

This dynamic conception of politics marked the mind of Madison. To know him, we must come to understand his vision of America and the story he wrote in his mind before it was written upon the land. Madison’s narrative was informed by the idea of republican self-government, whose manifestation he sought to bring about in the way of life of the American people. He believed that this could not be accomplished without the link that connects the idea of self-government to the ethos of republicanism. He called

\[\text{Edward S. Corwin, } \textit{American Constitutional History} \text{ (New York: Harper and Row, 1954), 101.}\]

\[\text{A. D. Lindsay, } \textit{The Modern Democratic State} \text{ (New York: Oxford University Press, 1962), 37. It is interesting to note that Lindsay edited a reissue of William Ellis’s renowned translation of Aristotle’s } \textit{A Treatise on Government}, \text{ an earlier edition of which was owned and studied by James Madison. In his introduction to this work, Lindsay argued that in the view of Plato and Aristotle, “no private education can hold out against the irresistible force of public opinion and the ordinary moral standards of society. But that makes it all the more essential that public opinion and social environment should not be left to grow up at haphazard as they ordinarily do….”}\]
this link the “spirit” of republican government. When released, this spirit is communicated to others through public opinion and results in certain intellectual and moral habits; it is the means by which the idea becomes an active energy that generates a process of republican self-renewal.

Such an approach to understanding the human arts, whether that of writing or music or sculpture or politics, is grounded in a view of human nature and human life that is dynamic and in which the phenomenon cannot be properly treated by a purely scientific, mechanical approach that merely devises a “solution” to a “problem.” “We can see St. Paul’s Cathedral purely in terms of the problems solved by the architect,” Sayers contends, [in] the calculations of stress and strain imposed by the requirements of the site. But there is nothing there that will tell us why men were willing to risk death to save St. Paul’s from destruction; or why the bomb that crashed through its roof was felt by millions like a blow over the heart.¹²

One need only recall the well-known photograph of St. Paul’s Cathedral during the December 1940 bombing of London to know what Sayers means. Or perhaps the image of the twin towers of New York, now no longer standing but indelibly burnt upon the American mind, furnishes our generation the picture Sayers painted in words for an earlier one. Not every challenge that we are faced with in life is a problem to be solved. Sometimes what is before us is the challenge of a work to be made.¹³ If we fail to recognize the potential power of an idea or a principle to inspire the souls and actions of human beings, we will not be able to understand the mind of Madison, any more than we would be able to understand a Washington or a Lincoln or a Churchill, or the citizens who gave their lives in the wars over which they presided.

This power is rooted in the freedom of the human mind and will. The nature of human freedom is precisely what allows for, indeed calls for, a creative idea that has the power to inspire and guide it. This is the task of the creator, but it is one that has certain natural laws and limits. A parent creates a child, a writer creates a character. A Founder creates a nation – a people. But like the parent or literary artist, the Founder can have only partial control over what he has created. He must recognize the essential freedom of mind and will of the characters he has formed. His own freedom consists in applying his energy to the form and limits of the medium within which he works so that it is not wrenched from the process of development.

¹³ Ibid., 181–216.
that is natural to it. “The business of the creator is not to escape from his material medium or to bully it,” Sayers argues, “but to serve it,” and “to serve it he must love it.”

In the first of his Federalist essays devoted to the character of the new government, Madison described the medium in which the Framers worked and the cause they served, as he understood it. “The genius of the people of America” and “the fundamental principles of the Revolution,” he said, demand republican government. Only a genuine republic is reconcilable “with that honorable determination which animates every votary of freedom, to rest all our political experiments on the capacity of mankind for self-government.” For James Madison, to serve the cause of America meant to respect the freedom that cannot be taken from human beings without doing violence to their natures. To love the land and its people meant to cherish what they stood for and to trust in what they would become. This is the drama of self-government that Madison envisioned unfolding and wrapping around the minds and spirit of the American people. It is the story of the power of an idea.

14 Ibid., 66.
15 Federalist 39:208.